
Body

$245 $325

ESSENTIAL

Tailored to support lymphatic circulation, boost blood flow, reduce inflammation 
and activate cellular renewal, our Essential treatment employs focused ICOONE 
technology to flush, firm, and remodel your silhouette and facial features. This 
relaxing, but effective process bestows a newfound awareness of inner mobility, 
tone and flexibility, that makes this treatment a mainstay in weekly and monthly 
self care routines.

Face Body

$225 $300

FOCUS

Renowned for its ability to energize and revitalize connective tissue and skin 
cells, our body Focus treatment restores blood and lymphatic circulation, 
relaxes the nervous system, and reduces inflammation to support full body 
recovery and cellular renewal. This focused treatment provides additional 
time to tailor draining, remodeling, and toning protocols to further support 
body specific needs and goals. 

Body

$475 

ODYSSEY

Our two hour Odyssey treatment is the ultimate luxe experience for total rejuvenation. 
A full hour is devoted to the body and to the face, bestowing a noticeable glow, 
svelte physique, sculpted facial features, lightness in the limbs, and profound sense 
of restoration. Each head to toe treatment employs a customized combination of 
advanced technology to boost blood circulation, optimize lymphatic drainage, tone 
skin, relieve muscle soreness, and calm the nervous system. Designed to amplify the 
benefits of traditional techniques with future innovation, our Odyssey treatment will 
transport you into a state of zero gravity bliss.


Face Body

$295 $375

SIGNATURE

Face

This high performance, customized combination of tech-forward draining, firming 
and remodeling protocols deeply conditions skin and tissue, activating total body 
and face restoration through gentle yet powerful cellular stimulation. Treatments 
bestow a sculpted silhouette, noticeable glow, and powerful sense of lightness by 
reducing stagnation, boosting blood circulation, toning fatigued skin, relieving 
muscle soreness, activating lymphatic drainage and calming the nervous system. 
Equal parts relaxing and restorative, the Ricari Signature treatment remains the 
ultimate choice for beauty, wellbeing and recovery benefit.

Treatments

Ricari studios

Ricari, which translates to ‘recharge’ in Italian, offers relaxing, technology-forward treatments for the 
body and face that naturally revitalize and restore skin and tissue from within. A destination for respite, 
Ricari Studios curates spaces where unique, refined experiences meet tested and trusted techniques. 


Face

$125

REFRESH

Sculpt, and tone facial features while providing whole body recovery from 
exercise, injury, joint pain, poor circulation and fluid retention. A customized 
Icoone face treatment is amplified by dual LYMA laser stimulation and sculptural 
lifting massage, while lower body pressotherapy features rhythmic air 
compression, mimicking manual drainage techniques, to boost full body 
circulation and lymphatic flow to the face. 


http://www.ricaristudios.com/services#book-now
http://www.ricaristudios.com/

